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Growing Healthy Kids, featuring video lessons,
returns for spring

Growing Healthy Kids
(https://www.foodhero.org/growing-healthykids), a garden-themed nutrition education
curriculum developed at Oregon State
University for students in the second and third
grades, was on track for 2020. But then the
COVID-19 pandemic forced the closure of
Oregon public schools for the remainder of the
2019-20 school year. Growing Healthy Kids was
canceled.
Rebecca Marson was crushed. Marson, a
nutrition educator for the Oregon State
University Extension Service in the Portland
area, had been scheduled to teach Growing
Healthy Kids at Portland’s Woodlawn
Elementary School but it closed before she had
the chance.
The evidence-based curriculum is o ered
through Oregon SNAP-Ed, a nutrition education
program of OSU Extension. Last year, a Growing
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/news/growing-healthy-kids-featuring-video-lessons-returns-spring
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PORTLAND, Ore. – The garden beds had been
prepared, the students were signed up and the
teachers were on board.
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Healthy Kids remote workgroup was
established to plan to adapt the curriculum into
a pilot program to be delivered remotely in
2021.

As a result, Growing Healthy Kids is back.
Starting today, Growing Healthy Kids will have a
new video lesson
(https://www.foodhero.org/growing-healthykids-family-videos) every Thursday until May 13.
The video lessons, about eight to 10-minutes
long, give students opportunities to learn basic
plant parts and encourage students to try a
variety of fruits and vegetables using their
senses. They complement the Oregon
Department of Education’s Oregon Harvest for
Schools videos.

(https://extension.oregonstate.
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“We were really motivated to gure this out and
how we could continue our partnership with
schools,” Marson said.




(https://extension.oregonstate.
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The OSU Extension Food Hero Grow This!
Oregon Garden Challenge
(https://www.foodhero.org/growthis) can also
serve as the hands-on gardening piece of the
curriculum – a component that was lost due to
the remote aspect of the delivery. All of the
video lessons and accompanying resources are
available in Spanish.
Teachers who participate in the adapted
Growing Healthy Kids program will nd the
materials are exible and can be used whether
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/news/growing-healthy-kids-featuring-video-lessons-returns-spring
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they are in-person, hybrid, or fully remote. For
example, in the remote model the SNAP-Ed
educator sends a link to the materials to
teachers who then assign via their online
learning platform for students to complete the
activities at home.

video-lessons-returnsspring&title=Growing%20
 Print
(/node/164031/printable/

“It’s really up to the classroom teacher to decide
the best model of delivery as some teachers are
juggling classrooms where half of their students
are remaining at home,” Marson said.
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In the hybrid model, a teacher could choose to
view the video lessons together in the
classroom followed by a discussion, then assign
the remainder of the activities to complete at
home.




Growing Healthy Kids can also be taught at
home by caregivers in Oregon and beyond.
The adapted lessons have been organized into
separate Google Site Pages
(https://sites.google.com/view/lesson-1-sixyummy-plant-parts/home) that direct students
to watch the video lesson, accept and/or report
on their assigned missions, learn more about a
special Oregon-grown food by watching the
Oregon Harvest for Schools video, and nd
other themed resources and hands-on gardenrelated activities.
“It’s safe to say we don’t know how long we’ll be
delivering the curriculum this way,” Marson
said. “We’ll be collecting data on how teachers
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/news/growing-healthy-kids-featuring-video-lessons-returns-spring
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In 2016, an outcome evaluation of Growing
Healthy Kids was conducted with third-graders
in three schools in central Oregon. The study
compared the curriculum delivery with a series
of food-tasting only nutrition education lessons
and found that students who received the
Growing Healthy Kids curriculum exhibited
signi cantly larger gains than the comparison
group on two important outcomes: the number
of vegetables and fruits eaten, and their
reported preference for a range of garden
vegetables.

Feedback

used the material and how students engaged
with the lessons. This information will be helpful
as we adapt other SNAP-Ed curricula to a
remote or hybrid model.”




Want to learn more about
this topic? Explore more
resources from OSU
Extension: Nutrition and
Healthy Eating (/families-health/nutrition),
Recipes (/food/recipes), Garden Vegetables
and Herbs (/gardening/vegetables), Youth
Education Resources (/familieshealth/youth)
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←

Should I worry about the
cyanide in lima beans?
I've purchased yellow "butter
beans" immature in the pods
from a local farm stand. They are
very good. But I just learned that
lima beans have (or convert into)
cyanide and so mature beans
require long cooking to remove
...
Joy Waite-Cusic | Aug 2019 | FEATURED
QUESTION
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Healthy choices are on the
menu in new virtual centra
Oregon nutrition class

→

The weekly Eat for Life classe
which began in March, have
been taught in English by Kat
Ahern, an Extension nutrition
educator in Deschutes Count
and in Spanish by Diana
Cardenas, a nutrition educato
Linn County.
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Ask an Expert is a way for you to get answers
from the Oregon State University Extension
Service. We have experts in family and health,
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